MINTIA
the schoolgirls’ club at the University of Bremen

MINTIA
+ informs schoolgirls about careers and courses of study in sciences and technology
+ performs role model trainings for female university students
+ gives advise to researchers about transferring scientific knowledge to schoolgirls
+ experience exchange and sharing knowledge between all actors

MINTIA
+ started at the University Bremen, Germany, in April 2010
+ connects 150 schoolgirls from 12 to 18 years
+ creates gender-sensitive programs throughout the whole year
+ realises 15 to 18 events for schoolgirls per year

MINTIA
ways of communication and interaction:

- Science experiments, vocational information and multidisciplinary discussions with role models
- Researchers in science and technology
- Networking
- Multidisciplinary discussions, information about subject choice and disciplinary cultures based on experience
- Gender-sensitive knowledge transfer and target-group-specific outreach activities
- Initiate a multidisciplinary and gender-oriented reflection process about science and technology disciplines
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